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penguin computing   HPC CLoUd CASE STUdIES

When is Hpc cloud computing right for you?
Manufacturing and engineering organizations of all sizes 
are increasingly turning to HPC Cloud resources due to:

1.		 Spiked workloads: variable and project-based

2.  The initial investment for in-house HPC is too high— 
 hardware, software, and personnel

3.		 data Center costs – power, cooling, and space

4.  Projects require faster resource scalability than in-house  
 solutions allow

The following case studies come from companies that 
successfully switched to the HPC Cloud, for all of the 
reasons listed above. Learn about their usage before the 
cloud, specific applications, and how they benefited from 
the transfer.
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case study   Michael Waltrip Racing

michael Waltrip Racing, the NASCAR team of champion driver Michael Waltrip, designs and constructs 
race cars. The organization consists of approximately 250 members, with a four-person engineering 
and design group that uses HPC computing for fluid dynamics modeling.

“Space and management have been our two biggest technical hurdles with hosting HPC resources,” said 
donour Sizemore, the director of track-side systems at Waltrip Racing. “In-house resources require significant 
budget allocation upfront. Hosted services are much easier to sell to our funding sources.”

HPC	usage	before	tHe	Cloud
» STAR-CCM+ software

» Typical computing tasks:

» Simulating airflow over a racecar: thousands 
      of hours on a desktop

transferring	to	tHe	Cloud
Waltrip Racing initially moved 10 percent of its HPC us-
age to the cloud for a time-sensitive project. In the future, 
it plans to move 70 percent of its computational needs to 
the cloud, as demand fluctuates.

Waltrip’s current cloud process is nearly identical to its 
previous in-house process. “The work flow hasn’t changed 
at all, which is a good thing,” said Sizemore. “But now we can grow and shrink resources with demand.”

after	tHe	transfer
»	Current	usage: 42,000 core hours per month

»	Time-to-results remained similar, but for more jobs run simultaneously

“our overall usage really hasn’t grown that much,” said Sizemore, “but our ability to provide output in short 
bursts is greatly expanded. This allows us to quickly respond to changes in the industry.”

reasons	for	switCHing	
to	Penguin	ComPuting	
on	demand

» Quick scalability

» Experience with STAR-CCM+

» Credibility based on in-house 
cluster systems

» Timely and personalized 
support

	

Time to results 

Maximum number of 
concurrent jobs 

Efficiency improvement in 
work flow

	
before	tHe	Cloud

42 hours

 
2

	
	
	

	
in	Penguin’s	Cloud

40 hours

 
3 

 
 

“It was similar to adding between 40 and 50 percent 
capacity to our cluster.”
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case study   Callaway Golf

callaway Golf manufactures golf clubs for the professional circuit. The company employs approximately 
1,150 people, including a research and development department that uses HPC computing for its model-
ing and testing.

“Callaway Golf is working to speed up the finite element analysis process for our golf clubs,” said Neil Hall, an 
engineering specialist at Callaway. To accomplish this, Callaway is using tetrahedral elements in the place of 
hexagonal elements.

“The advantage of tetrahedral elements is that they allow for automatic meshing of our 3d CAd model. This 
translates into a speed-up of one or two days in model creation. However, use of tet elements causes the 
FEA model to become about 10 times larger. This translates to approximately fifteen times longer to run 
times. This requires more compute power which is provided by the Penguin HPC cloud.”

HPC	usage	before	tHe	Cloud
» 4 node, 16 core in-house HPC cluster

» LS-dYNA finite element software

» Typical computing tasks:

» Hexahedral mesh: 15 hours

“The current cluster is not capable of running the larger 
tetrahedral models within the time frame we need,” said 
Hall. “With the tetrahedral mesh this same job would 
take about 225 hours. This was reduced to 7 hours on the 
Penguin cluster.”

after	tHe	transfer
Callaway Golf used a combination of Putty and WinSPC to interface with the cluster. Callaway Golf recom-
piled its FoRTRAN programs for Linux compatibility, and Penguin Computing wrote Python and Linux scripts 
to run the custom FoRTRAN programs. 

» Current	usage: 8,000 core hours per month
» tetrahedral	modeling: 7 hours, compared to 225 before the cloud
» Hexahedral	modeling: 30 minutes, compared to 15 before the cloud

reasons	for	switCHing	
to	Penguin	ComPuting	
on	demand

» Computing power

» Competitive cost

» Implementation assistance

» Automation

	

Time to results 

Maximum number of 
concurrent jobs 

Efficiency improvement in 
work flow

	
before	tHe	Cloud

15 hours

 
1

	
in	Penguin’s	Cloud

1.5 hours

 
3 

 
 

“It was similar to adding between 40 and 50 percent 
capacity to our cluster.”
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case study   Farr Yacht design

Farr Yacht design, headquartered in Annapolis, Md, is considered to be the top racing-yacht team in the 
world. over the past 25 years, their designs have won more races than any of their competitors. Recent 
coups include the nomination of its Bavarian Cruiser 37 for the European Yacht of the Year Award and 

Farr’s selection to create the Volvo ocean 65, a one-design, canting-keel 65-foot yacht that pushes the edges 
of boat design and construction envelope. 

“our mission is to consistently employ ever increasing levels of advanced design,” says Britton Ward, vice 
president and Senior Naval Architect at Farr. Ward, a 17 year veteran of the company, manages all internal 
and external research and development and runs Farr’s IT operations.

A major component of the yacht design process is physical prototyping, which is an expensive and time-
consuming activity. It takes roughly six months to build a model and run tank tests to gather all the needed 
hydrodynamic data. If the model design is either not working, or less than optimal, the old model has to be 
modified or a new one built – and the process starts all over again. 

In recent years, HPC and sophisticated simulation software have played a major role in creating everything 
from the futuristic catamarans taking part in the America’s Cup to the (relatively) low cost, highly-efficient 
monohulled boats competing in next year’s Volvo ocean Race. 

wrestling	witH	limits	of	sCalability
Ward explains, “Simulation has become our preeminent 
way to prototype and understand the data. We get a much 
higher accuracy level, and we can run conditions and 
problems that you can’t do in the tank.” By being able to 
run hundreds, even thousands of simulations on a virtual 
model, the designers are able to streamline the physi-
cal prototyping process, which is now used primarily to 
validate the computer-generated findings and usually re-
quires far fewer tank tests. 

“You can see how that scales up quite rapidly,” he 
comments. He points out that just ramping up the 
capabilities of their in-house HPC cluster would not solve 
their problems. He recalls a time three years ago when 
they were supplementing the in-house HPC cluster’s capabilities and he had to become immersed in 
facilities management concerns such as power requirements and air conditioning. Ward and his few team 
members spent most of their time keeping the infrastructure running, rather than focusing on their core 
design competency. It became very obvious that they needed outside help. “Running those jobs exclusively 
on our in-house HPC cluster would take six months. It became clear that we had to look for other options.” 
Searching for a solution, Ward investigated several options, but quickly settled on Penguin Computing’s 
on-demand HPC cloud service, Penguin on demand (Pod). 

from	six	montHs	to	six	weeks	witH	Penguin	ComPuting	on	demand
“Because of the huge number of data points and the hundreds of runs required, if we had been running 
the NUMECA Fine/Marine RANS flow solver exclusively on our in-house HPC cluster, it would have taken 
us over six months. By being able to access Pod, we got our results in six weeks,” he comments. 

reasons	for	switCHing	
to	Penguin	ComPuting	
on	demand
» Quick scalability

» Automation

» Reduce infrastructure overhead

» Remote accessibility

» Latest hardware
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case study   Farr Yacht design

Pod provides a persistent and secure compute 
environment designed specifically for HPC. Jobs are 
executed directly on physical systems and all 
systems are connected through a low latency QdR 
Infiniband fabric for optimal application scalability. 
Pod provides Farr with access to needed compu-
tational resources when the company’s inter-
nal cluster, consisting of a number of standard 
x86-based servers, cannot provide the compute 
power needed to run complex simulations often 
involving computational fluid dynamics (CFd) and 
finite element analysis (FEA).

“For us, having the extra resources available through Pod was like stepping into a brave new world,” says 
Ward. “Working with Penguin’s excellent support team, we were able to automate job submission from our 
cluster so that everything was set up and run dynamically. We also automated the post-processing so we 
could automatically download images and track convergent parameters from every run. I could even do 
this on my iPad at home just using a web browser.” 

reduCing	tHe	distraCtion	of	faCilities	management
overall Ward says that implementing a hybrid computing environment based on Pod has allowed the 
company to focus on the design process and not the tool – the IT infrastructure.  Not only does on-demand 
computing free him from those time-consuming tasks, but also he knows his jobs are running on the 
very latest hardware. This, he contends is essential, given the nature of the yacht design business where 
computational demands come in short but intensive bursts requiring massive throughput. Concludes Ward,  
“during the peak of our design efforts on the Volvo ocean 65 boat, we were running simulations 24/7 for 
about five weeks.”

after	tHe	transfer—a	streamlined	overall	design	ProCess
» Streamline the overall design process

» Cut the processing time of jobs involving massive amounts of data points and hundreds of simulations 
from six months to six weeks or less

» Reduce the number of physical prototypes and tank tests saving both time and money

» Allows Farr to eliminate spikes in computational demand and concentrate on the design process, rather 
than the IT infrastructure 

Ward credits Penguin support personnel with playing a critical role in the success of various design 
projects. “The support guys have been incredibly helpful,” he says. “For example, during the peak of our 
design efforts on the Volvo ocean 65 boat, we were running simulations 24/7 for about five weeks and we only 
had a couple of minor down times. The Penguin support people were highly responsive.”

Volvo ocean 65 racing yacht
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Penguin	ComPuting	on	demand:	tHe	easiest	Cloud	transfer	available
There are four common reasons companies turn to Penguin Computing on demand (Pod): workloads with 
large fluctuations in volume, budgetary reasons (regarding the initial investment or ongoing costs of in-
house HPC), or a need for fast scalability. In each of these situations, the long term cost of in-house solutions 
exceed the cost of Pod.

No matter what your reasons are for switching to the cloud, the process is simple. Penguin Computing pro-
vides you with complete support for the transfer to the cloud, including security, custom scripts for Putty, 
and our own browser-based management system called Scyld Insight.

We’ve developed a quick-launch, automated HPC cloud service that allows you to process jobs as soon as 
you sign up, with the option to speak to our support team at any time.

about	Penguin
Penguin Computing delivers integrated, Linux-based solutions for the enterprise and HPC space. Penguin 
Computing on demand (Pod) is a secure HPC cloud that provides virtual supercomputing capabilities on a 
pay-as-you-go basis.

Penguin Computing has won some of the highest awards in technology, which we appreciate, but the feed-
back we hold dear is the praise from our clients, who have complimented our customer service time and 
time again. Call us to find out how we can help.

penguin computing 
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